
The Complete Textbook Of Point Shooting For
Close Quarters Combat: Master the Art of
Quick and Accurate Fire

Are you looking to enhance your shooting skills in close quarters combat
situations? Look no further! Welcome to "The Complete Textbook Of Point
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Shooting For Close Quarters Combat." This comprehensive guide will equip you
with the necessary knowledge and techniques to become a master of point
shooting, enabling you to swiftly and accurately neutralize threats in intense
confrontations.

Understanding the Art of Point Shooting

Point shooting, also known as instinctive shooting or threat-focused shooting, is a
shooting technique that allows shooters to engage targets quickly without relying
heavily on traditional sight alignment methods. This combat-focused approach
places greater emphasis on intuitive aiming, target acquisition, and rapid shot
placement.
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The "Complete Textbook Of Point Shooting For Close Quarters Combat" delves
deep into the fundamentals of point shooting, ensuring you grasp the core
principles that govern this specialized technique. From body position and grip
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techniques to reactive shooting skills, this textbook covers it all to enhance your
ability to respond effectively in high-pressure situations.

Master Rapid Target Acquisition

One of the key aspects covered in this textbook is how to rapidly acquire targets
in close quarters combat scenarios. Through detailed explanations and
accompanying illustrations, you will learn tried and tested methods to quickly
assess the threat, align your body and weapon, and engage the target with
maximum precision and speed. From understanding the dynamics of human
perception to training your eyes for quick target acquisition, this guide offers
invaluable insights that will sharpen your skills and increase your effectiveness in
life-threatening situations.

Unleash Shot Accuracy Under Stress

In high-pressure situations, accuracy often diminishes due to physiological
responses to stress. However, with the principles and exercises described in this
textbook, you'll gain the ability to maintain precise shot placement even under
extreme pressure. By developing muscle memory and honing your body's natural
point shooting instincts, you'll gain confidence in your ability to hit your target
accurately, even in the most intense combat encounters.

Real-world Examples and Practical Exercises

This complete textbook doesn't just offer theoretical knowledge but also provides
practical examples and exercises that allow you to put your point shooting skills
to test. You'll learn tips and techniques used by renowned firearms experts and
law enforcement officers who rely on point shooting for their careers.

Through comprehensive step-by-step instructions, you'll discover various drills
and training routines that will strengthen your point shooting capabilities. From



close quarters engagements to shooting on the move, this textbook incorporates
scenarios that simulate real-world situations, enabling you to apply your
newfound skills effectively when it matters most.

Acquire Tactical Advantage Like Never Before

In close quarters combat situations, every second counts. By mastering point
shooting through "The Complete Textbook Of Point Shooting For Close Quarters
Combat," you'll be able to swiftly engage threats with precision, speed, and
confidence. The knowledge and skills gained from this textbook could be the
difference between life and death in critical moments.

So, if you're serious about honing your shooting skills and learning the art of point
shooting, order your copy of "The Complete Textbook Of Point Shooting For
Close Quarters Combat" today and embark on the journey of becoming a true
firearms expert!
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Originally published by Paladin Press, this book is the most authoritative
reference available on the combat-proven handgun point shooting method taught
by the legendary Col. Rex Applegate. It presents detailed, step-by-step instruction
in the system of point shooting Applegate taught to military intelligence operatives
and members of the OSS (Office of Strategic Services--the predecessor of the
CIA) during World War II. This system allows you to quickly and instinctively get
shots on target without using the gun's sights and while experiencing the
physiological effects of life-threatening stress. It also dispels the many myths
surrounding point shooting and puts this gunfight-proven method into context with
more "modern" techniques.
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Is There Life After Football: Surviving the NFL
For many professional football players, the end of their careers can be a
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Welcome to the ultimate guide to the breathtaking light novel series,
"Muscles Are Better Than Magic"! If you aren't familiar with this...
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Are you looking to enhance your shooting skills in close quarters combat
situations? Look no further! Welcome to "The Complete Textbook Of
Point...
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Unraveling the Secrets of Teaching the Female
Brain: Unlocking the Full Potential
The human brain is a highly complex and fascinating organ that exhibits
subtle differences between males and females. These differences can
impact how...

Khudgarziyan Poems Suzanne Supplee -
Unleashing Emotions through Words
When it comes to poetry, Suzanne Supplee is a name that cannot be
overlooked. Her collection of Khudgarziyan Poems has captivated
readers with its thought-provoking verses,...
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